A new era of growth and transformation
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The hospitality game is changing.

Join us in the new era
THIS WHITE PAPER SHALL NOT AND CANNOT BE CONSIDERED AS AN INVITATION TO ENTER INTO AN INVESTMENT. IT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE OR RELATE IN ANY WAY NOR SHOULD IT BE CONSIDERED AS AN OFFERING OF SECURITIES IN ANY JURISDICTION. THIS WHITE PAPER DOES NOT INCLUDE OR CONTAIN ANY INFORMATION OR INDICATION THAT MIGHT BE CONSIDERED AS A RECOMMENDATION OR THAT MIGHT BE USED AS A BASIS FOR ANY INVESTMENT DECISION. ACO TOKENS ARE UTILITY TOKENS WHICH CAN BE USED ONLY ON THE ACO PLATFORM AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE USED AS AN INVESTMENT. ANY POSSIBLE OFFERING OF ACO TOKENS ON A TRADING PLATFORM IS DONE IN ORDER TO ALLOW THE USE OF THE ACO PLATFORM AND NOT FOR SPECULATIVE PURPOSES. ANY POSSIBLE OFFERING OF ACO TOKENS ON A TRADING PLATFORM DOES NOT CHANGE THE LEGAL QUALIFICATION OF THE TOKENS, WHICH REMAIN A SIMPLE MEANS FOR THE USE OF THE ACO PLATFORM AND ARE NOT A SECURITY. ACOMOBASE IS NOT TO BE CONSIDERED AS AN ADVISOR IN ANY LEGAL, TAX OR FINANCIAL MATTERS. ANY INFORMATION IN THE WHITE PAPER IS PROVIDED FOR GENERAL INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND ACOMOBASE DOES NOT PROVIDE ANY WARRANTY AS TO THE ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS OF THIS INFORMATION. ACOMOBASE IS NOT A FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARY ACCORDING TO LAW AND IS NOT REQUIRED TO OBTAIN ANY AUTHORIZATION FOR ANTI MONEY LAUNDERING PURPOSES. ACQUIRING ACO TOKENS SHALL NOT GRANT ANY RIGHT OR INFLUENCE OVER ACOMOBASE ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNANCE TO THE PURCHASERS. REGULATORY MEASURES, INVESTIGATIONS OR ACTIONS MAY IMPACT ACOMOBASE BUSINESS AND EVEN LIMIT OR PREVENT IT FROM DEVELOPING ITS OPERATIONS IN THE FUTURE. ANY PERSON UNDERTAKING TO ACQUIRE ACO TOKENS MUST BE AWARE OF THE ACOMOBASE BUSINESS MODEL, THE WHITE PAPER OR TERMS AND CONDITIONS MAY CHANGE OR NEED TO BE MODIFIED BECAUSE OF NEW REGULATORY AND COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS FROM ANY APPLICABLE LAWS IN ANY JURISDICTIONS. IN SUCH A CASE, PURCHASERS AND ANYONE UNDERTAKING TO ACQUIRE ACO TOKENS ACKNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTAND THAT NEITHER ACOMOBASE NOR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES SHALL BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSED BY SUCH CHANGES. ACOMOBASE WILL DO ITS UTMOST TO LAUNCH ITS OPERATIONS AND DEVELOP THE ACO PLATFORM. ANYONE UNDERTAKING TO ACQUIRE ACO TOKENS ACKNOWLEDGES AND UNDERSTANDS THAT ACOMOBASE DOES NOT PROVIDE ANY GUARANTEE THAT IT WILL MANAGE TO ACHIEVE IT. THEY ACKNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTAND THAT ACOMOBASE (INCLUDING ITS BODIES AND EMPLOYEES) ASSUMES NO LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE THAT WOULD RESULT FROM OR RELATE TO THE INCAPACITY TO USE ACO TOKENS. THE PURCHASER AGREES TO THE ABOVE AND IN PARTICULAR, THEY REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT THEY: HAVE READ CAREFULLY THE LEGAL NOTE ATTACHED TO THE WHITE PAPER; AGREE TO THEIR FULL CONTENTS AND ACCEPT TO BE LEGALLY BOUND BY THEM; ARE AUTHORIZED AND HAVE FULL POWER TO PURCHASE ACO TOKENS ACCORDING TO THE LAWS THAT APPLY IN THEIR JURISDICTION OF DOMICILE; ARE NEITHER A UNITED STATES OR PEOPLE REPUBLIC OF CHINA CITIZENS, RESIDENTS, TAX RESIDENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES OR ENTITIES ACTING ON BEHALF OF A UNITED STATES OR PEOPLE REPUBLIC OF CHINA OR SOUTH COREA CITIZEN OR RESIDENT; LIVE IN A JURISDICTION WHICH ALLOWS ACOMOBASE TO SELL ACO TOKENS THROUGH A CROWDSALE WITHOUT REQUIRING ANY LOCAL AUTHORIZATION; ARE FAMILIAR WITH ALL RELATED REGULATIONS IN THE SPECIFIC JURISDICTION IN WHICH THEY ARE BASED AND THAT PURCHASING CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOKENS IN THAT JURISDICTION IS NOT PROHIBITED, RESTRICTED OR SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND; WILL NOT USE THE CROWDSALE FOR ANY ILLEGAL ACTIVITY; HAVE SUFFICIENT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE NATURE OF THE CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOKENS AND HAVE SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCE WITH, AND FUNCTIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF, THE USAGE AND INTRICACIES OF DEALING WITH CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOKENS AND CURRENCIES AND BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SYSTEMS AND SERVICES; PURCHASE ACO TOKENS BECAUSE THEY WISH TO HAVE ACCESS TO THE ACOMOBASE PLATFORM; ARE NOT PURCHASING ACO TOKENS FOR THE PURPOSE OF SPECULATIVE INVESTMENT OR USAGE.
Introduction

The travel industry was initially revolutionized by adoption of web technologies but for many years its business model has not advanced much especially in terms of the booking process and user experience. On the other hand, new technology is challenging and exposing major drawbacks such as high middleman fees and the expensive long payment process that may add up to 30% of avoidable costs that are ultimately payed by the end consumer.

Nowadays the hospitality game is changing. The industry is being disrupted by the blockchain revolution led by the emergence of various digital currencies and innovative value redistribution models. We hereby present Acomobase. The world's first global accommodation marketplace for the blockchain era to facilitate seamless and personalized travel.
Why Acomobase™

In stark difference with other travel industry proposals Acomobase vision is not limited only on innovating at the low hanging fruit level of just embedding alternative blockchain payment methods to otherwise existing business models.

Our platform focuses on open ended coupled innovation and a cooperative approach with incumbents balancing sustaining innovation with the new radical innovation of decentralized systems to reduce transactions cost, improve record keeping and transactional traceability.

More specifically we propose:

• A proprietary model of demand aggregation
• Disintermediation and redistribution of value to hosts and users by bypassing traditional value chains through technology and partnerships
• Enhanced transparency and trust
• Reduced possibility of fraud on transactions
• Incentivised ecosystem of users and partners
• Data monetisation possibilities
• Harnessing the unique penetration and capabilities of mobile devices
Technology has never held more promise for the travel industry.

Current centralized platforms charge significant middleman fees that range up to 30%. In addition, the payment process is costly, complex and slow. It involves many non-transparent fees that in some cases may reach or even exceed 10% considering the costs of fraud and compliance.

The typical payment lifecycle requires on average 14 individual stages and thus settlement takes many days because it relies on methods that have been little modified since their inception 60 years ago.

Travel and payments companies are currently expending significant resources to safeguard vast amounts of duplicated personal data and consumers endure long and painful fraud monitoring on their credit profiles as a result of hacking while merchants’ reputations are damaged and millions more are spent to perpetuate the same cycle in a race to outsmart the hackers.

By developing Acomobase we will not only allow hosts and users to participate in a trustful decentralized economy, but also in much more effective and economical way.
The Acomobase™ Solution

We introduce a new way to connect users with hosts using smart contract tokens. Either you are a house owner or looking for a convenient apartment or room to stay during your trip, with Acomobase you can benefit in many ways.

Acomobase is the first decentralized accommodation marketplace using blockchain technology and artificial intelligence powered by smart contracts to enable seamless and personalized travel with particular focus on mobile devices.

Benefits for hosts: The blockchain is a public ledger, that is completely transparent and anyone can easily lookup, confirm and validate transactions that have taken place on the Blockchain. Acomobase through blockchain offers direct peer-to-peer international payments with zero fees using high secure encryption technology.

Benefits for users: Get access to all the advantages of Blockchain: safety, decentralization and openness. Free yourself from financial & geographical limits and benefit from lower prices and better deals as we guarantee zero middleman commissions and hidden costs that currently cost users up to 30% of value.

Acomobase radically improves the efficiency of accommodation by creating a new token - the ACO - that can be exchanged between hosts and users eliminating middlemen.

It all happens on the blockchain.
Industry Analysis

The world of travel and hospitality has entered a new era of growth and transformation. Economic prosperity leads to greater consumer wealth and a willingness to pay for personalized offers. Indicatively, the global business travel spending hit a record breaking 1.2 trillion U.S. dollars in 2015 and is projected to grow by more than 30% in 2020.

Priceline and Expedia are the largest online travel agencies, with a combined 29% share of online travel bookings globally followed by Ctrip with 10%. The two companies expect full year revenues for 2017 of 12.5 and 10.2 USD billions and are engaged on several acquisitions and traditional technology investments to secure more share from other traditional booking services. The online travel market gross bookings spending is expected to increase by approximately 50% by 2020 to 683 USD billion from 464 USD billion in 2015.

Consumers’ use of different e-commerce-shopping methods is growing, with more than 55% of travellers relying on two or more devices. This reflects greater use of smartphones and tablets for travel bookings. Mobile’s share as a percentage of online travel bookings is expected to double in U.S. to 30% in 2020 from about 16% in 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gross Bookings By Market ($ Billions)</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Travel Market</td>
<td>$1,203</td>
<td>$1,261</td>
<td>$1,330</td>
<td>$1,397</td>
<td>$1,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of Travel Market</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Travel Market</td>
<td>$464</td>
<td>$513</td>
<td>$567</td>
<td>$623</td>
<td>$683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of Online Travel Market</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Penetration</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTA Share of Online Travel Bookings</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priceline</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expedia</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctrip</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbnb</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MakeMyTrip</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bloomberg
The Blockchain Revolution

Blockchain is an emergently popular technology that consists of a fully-distributed, peer-to-peer software network which makes use of cryptography to securely host applications, store data, and easily transfer digital instruments of value that with no central authority and no single owner.

It brings significant advantages over existing applications and frameworks because it confers unique properties that sets it apart from the existing centralized databases used to record information.

Blockchains can be approximated to mesh networks or local area networks (LANs) that are merely connected to other computers running the same software. It offers a decentralised register of ownership by recording every transaction in the system, from creation of a block and through any number of transfers made.

Every computer tapped into the system stores a copy of this blockchain, and before a transaction can be made the system checks that their version of the blockchain is in sync with all other versions in the network.

Blockchain is also increasingly popularizing the notion of smart contracts which can be thought as a form of business logic that runs on a network semi-autonomously moving value and enforcing payment agreements between parties.
The ACO Token

ACO is an open source digital currency, using innovative blockchain technology. With ACO your money will be stored in your personal digital wallet, confidentially and privately. At the transaction process, money from the sending account will be transferred directly to the recipient, without any intermediaries involved. Acomobase will withhold only a small fee, and the transfer will be direct and fast.

Participants willing to support the development of the Acomobase project can do so by sending Ether currency to the designated address. By doing so, they are purchasing ACO tokens at the rate of 4,000 ACO per 1 ETH which are sent instantly to their wallet.

- The accepted currency during the presale and crowdsale is Ether
- The creation will be capped (hard cap) upon receipt of 87,500 ETH.
- The token presale period will last 8 weeks and the token crowdsale period will last 4 weeks unless hard cap is reached sooner
- Upon achieving this cap, token creation will stop and no further contributions will be accepted
- If the Crowdsale campaign does not reach its minimal goal (soft cap) of ETH 3,000 all funds will be refunded automatically to the ACO holders by the Ethereum smart contract
- Token Creation has a hard cap: upon achieving this cap, token creation will stop and no further contributions will be accepted.
The ACO Token Event

You can now join the blockchain hospitality revolution by getting your own ACO token during Acomobase crowd sale.

During the Acomobase crowd sale we offer to our backers the possibility to participate in supporting the project in ETH and receive ACO tokens in exchange.

The ACO token:

- Is ERC 20 compliant
- Can be used on the Acomobase platform
- Can be traded on an exchange
- Is fractionally divisible
- Has fixed supply
- Provides incentives to our community for performing valuable actions

Presale Summary:

Duration: 8 weeks
Price: 1 ETH = 4,000 ACO
Bonus: 25% for the first two weeks reduced by 5% every two weeks

Crowdsale Summary:

Soft cap: 3,000 ETH
Hard cap: 87,500 ETH
Duration: 4 weeks
Price: 1 ETH = 4,000 ACO
Roadmap

Following the successful completion of Presale and Crowdsale we plan to engage in platform development. The platform development phase is expected to take place during 2018.

- **April 2017**: Team Creation and Idea Setup
- **May 2017**: Development Started
- **December 2017**: Pre-Sale Launch
- **March 2018**: ACO listing in Global Exchanges
- **February 2018**: Crowdsale Launch
- **June 2018**: Beta Launch
- **September 2018**: Launch
Funds Allocation

The majority of the token crowd sale funds will be allocated towards development and marketing activities. We envisage the following allocation:

- **55% R&D and Platform Development**
  - Hiring
  - Infrastructure building
- **30% Marketing Activities**
  - Marketplace creation
  - Listings enrollment
  - Users acquisitions
- **15% Legal and Administrative**
  - Integration and support activities
  - Legal and contractual advisory
- **Development & Marketing, 60%**
- **Founders, 20%**
- **Bounty & Incentives, 20%**
Meet the Team

Our team composes of highly motivated experts from five European countries that combine their forces to capture the emerging opportunities in the travel industry. The team is professionally active respectively in London-UK, Munich-Germany, Athens-Greece, Prague-Czech Rep., and Limasol-Cyprus.

Zenos Pavlakou
Software Engineer

Jiri Svoboda
Finance Officer

Julia Lazea
Business Consultant

Alexandros Malioukis
Community Manager

Alketas Malioukis
CEO
Benefits of Blockchain

The main benefits of Blockchain can be summarized as follows:

1. Disintermediation & trustless exchange: Two parties are able to make an exchange without the oversight or intermediation of a third party, strongly reducing or even eliminating counterparty risk

2. Empowered users: Users are in control of all their information and transactions

3. High quality data. Blockchain data is complete, consistent, timely, accurate, and widely available

4. Durability, reliability and longevity: Due to the decentralized networks, blockchain does not have a central point of failure and is better able to withstand malicious attacks

5. Process integrity: Users can trust that transactions will be executed exactly as the protocol commands removing the need for a trusted third party

6. Transparency and immutability: Changes to public blockchains are publicly viewable by all parties creating transparency, and all transactions are immutable, meaning they cannot be altered or deleted

7. Ecosystem simplification: With all transactions being added to a single public ledger, it reduces the clutter and complications of multiple ledgers

8. Faster transactions: Interbank transactions can potentially take days for clearing and final settlement, especially outside of working hours. Blockchain transactions can reduce transaction times to minutes and are processed 24/7

9. Lower transaction costs: By eliminating third party intermediaries and overhead costs for exchanging assets, blockchains have the potential to greatly reduce transaction fees
Legal Note

The ACO token is a utility token that does not have any rights to dividends or interests or profits and does not in any way have the legal qualification of a security. The sale of ACO tokens is final and non-refundable. ACO tokens are not shares and do not give any right to participate to the general meeting of Acomobase. ACO tokens cannot have a performance or a particular value outside the ACO platform.

ACO tokens shall therefore not be used or purchased for speculative or investment purposes. The purchaser of ACO tokens is aware that national securities laws, which ensure that investors are sold investments that include all the proper disclosures and are subject to regulatory scrutiny for the investors' protection, are not applicable.

Anyone purchasing ACO tokens expressly acknowledges and represents that she/he has carefully reviewed this white paper and fully understands the risks, costs and benefits associated with the purchase of ACO. The purchaser of ACO tokens undertakes that she/he understands and has significant experience of cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that she/he fully understands the risks associated with the crowdsale as well as the mechanism related to the use of cryptocurrencies (including storage).

Acomobase shall not be responsible for any loss of ACO tokens or situations making it impossible to access ACO tokens, which may result from any actions or omissions of the user or any person undertaking to acquire ACO tokens, as well as in case of hacker attacks. Acquiring ACO tokens and storing them involves various risks, in particular the risk that Acomobase may not be able to launch its operations and develop its blockchain and provide the services promised. Therefore, and prior to acquiring ACO tokens, any user should carefully consider the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring ACO tokens in the context of the crowdsale and, if necessary, obtain any independent advice in this regard. Any interested person who is not in the position to accept or to understand the risks associated with the activity (incl. the risks related to the non-development of the ACO platform) or any other risks as indicated hereby of the crowdsale should not acquire ACO tokens.

By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to Acomobase as follows you agree and acknowledge that the ACO tokens do not constitute securities in any form in any jurisdiction; you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities and you are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper.

You agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the information set out in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper to you does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. You agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the Acomobase Crowd sale, or future trading of the ACO tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted or deemed by you as an indication of the merits of Acomobase, the ACO tokens (each as referred to in this Whitepaper).
You agree that the distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to Acomobase; you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any ACO tokens, the ACO tokens are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency.

You agree that you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology; you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any ACO tokens, there are risks associated with the ACO distribution and their respective business and operations, the ACO tokens, the ACO Crowd Sale and the use of any wallets; you agree and acknowledge that neither Acomobase nor their partners are liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you; and rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss; all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non-misleading from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be).

YOU AGREE THAT YOU ARE NEITHER A UNITED STATES OR PEOPLE REPUBLIC OF CHINA CITIZEN, RESIDENT, TAX RESIDENT OR A REPRESENTATIVE OR ENTITY ACTING ON BEHALF OF A UNITED STATES OR PEOPLE REPUBLIC OF CHINA OR SOUTH KOREA CITIZEN OR RESIDENT OR TAX RESIDENT.

Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms. These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of Acomobase to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. No undue reliance must not be placed on these statements. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date of this white-paper.
The Hospitality Game, is Changing.